
The Bureaucracy

1. What happened to make the bureaucracy a 
“fourth branch” of American national 
government?

2. What are the actual size and scope of the 
federal bureaucracy?

3. What has been done to improve 
bureaucratic performance?

Enduring Questions
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There is probably not a man or woman in the United
States who has not, at some time or other, com-

plained about “the bureaucracy.” Your letter was slow
in getting to Aunt Minnie? The Internal Revenue
Service took months to send you your tax refund? The
Defense Department paid $400 for a hammer? The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration told
you that you installed the wrong kind of portable toilet
for your farm workers? The “bureaucracy” is to blame.

For most people and politicians bureaucracy is a pejo-
rative word implying waste, confusion, red tape, and
rigidity. But for scholars—and for bureaucrats them-
selves—bureaucracy is a word with a neutral, technical
meaning. A bureaucracy is a large, complex organi-
zation composed of appointed officials. By complex we
mean that authority is divided among several man-
agers; no one person is able to make all the decisions. A
large corporation is a bureaucracy; so also are a big
university and a government agency. With its sizable
staff, even Congress has become, to some degree, a
bureaucracy.

What is it about complex organizations in general,
and government agencies in particular, that leads so
many people to complain about them? In part the
answer is to be found in their very size and complexity.
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But in large measure the answer is to be found in the
political context within which such agencies must
operate. If we examine that context carefully, we will
discover that many of the problems that we blame on
“the bureaucracy” are in fact the result of what
Congress, the courts, and the president do.

Distinctiveness of 
the American Bureaucracy

Bureaucratic government has become an obvious fea-
ture of all modern societies, democratic and nondem-
ocratic. In the United States, however, three aspects of
our constitutional system and political traditions give
to the bureaucracy a distinctive character. First, politi-
cal authority over the bureaucracy is not in one set of
hands but is shared among several institutions. In a
parliamentary regime, such as in Great Britain, the
appointed officials of the national government work
for the cabinet ministers, who are in turn dominated
by the prime minister. In theory, and to a considerable
extent in practice, British bureaucrats report to and
take orders from the ministers in charge of their
departments, do not deal directly with Parliament, and
rarely give interviews to the press. In the United States
the Constitution permits both the president and
Congress to exercise authority over the bureaucracy.
Every senior appointed official has at least two masters:
one in the executive branch and the other in the leg-
islative. Often there are many more than two:
Congress, after all, is not a single organization but a
collection of committees, subcommittees, and individ-
uals. This divided authority encourages bureaucrats to
play one branch of government off against the other
and to make heavy use of the media.

Second, most of the agencies of the federal govern-
ment share their functions with related agencies in
state and local government. Though some federal
agencies deal directly with American citizens—the
Internal Revenue Service collects taxes from them, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation looks into crimes for
them, the Postal Service delivers mail to them—many
agencies work with other organizations at other levels
of government. For example, the Department of
Education gives money to local school systems; the
Health Care Financing Administration in the
Department of Health and Human Services reimburs-
es states for money spent on health care for the poor;
the Department of Housing and Urban Development

gives grants to cities for community development; and
the Employment and Training Administration in the
Department of Labor supplies funds to local govern-
ments so that they can run job-training programs. In
France, by contrast, government programs dealing
with education, health, housing, and employment are
centrally run, with little or no control exercised by
local governments.

Third, the institutions and traditions of American
life have contributed to the growth of what some writ-
ers have described as an “adversary culture,” in which
the definition and expansion of personal rights, and
the defense of rights and claims through lawsuits as
well as political action, are given central importance. A
government agency in this country operates under
closer public scrutiny and with a greater prospect of
court challenges to its authority than in almost any
other nation. Virtually every important decision of the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration or of
the Environmental Protection Agency is likely to be
challenged in the courts or attacked by an affected
party; in Sweden the decisions of similar agencies go
largely uncontested.

The scope as well as the style of bureaucratic gov-
ernment differs. In most Western European nations
the government owns and operates large parts of the
economy: the French government operates the rail-
roads and owns companies that make automobiles
and cigarettes, and the Italian government owns many
similar enterprises and also the nation’s oil refineries.
In just about every large nation except the United
States, the telephone system is owned by the govern-
ment. Publicly operated enterprises account for about
12 percent of all employment in France but less than 3
percent in the United States.1 The U.S. government reg-
ulates privately owned enterprises to a degree not
found in many other countries, however. Why we
should have preferred regulation to ownership as the
proper government role is an interesting question to
which we shall return.

The Growth of the
Bureaucracy

The Constitution made scarcely any provision for an
administrative system other than to allow the presi-
dent to appoint, with the advice and consent of the
Senate, “ambassadors, other public ministers and con-
suls, judges of the Supreme Court, and all other offi-
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cers of the United States whose appointments are not
herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be
established by law.”2 Departments and bureaus were
not mentioned.

In the first Congress, in 1789, James Madison intro-
duced a bill to create a Department of State to assist the
new secretary of state, Thomas Jefferson, in carrying
out his duties. People appointed to this department
were to be nominated by the president and approved by
the Senate, but they were “to be removable by the pres-
ident” alone. These six words, which would confer the
right to fire government officials, occasioned six days of
debate in the House. At stake was the locus of power
over what was to become the bureaucracy. Madison’s
opponents argued that the Senate should consent to
the removal of officials as well as their appointment.
Madison responded that, without the unfettered right
of removal, the president would not be able to control
his subordinates, and without this control he would
not be able to discharge his constitutional obligation to
“take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”3

Madison won, twenty-nine votes to twenty-two. When
the issue went to the Senate, another debate resulted in
a tie vote, broken in favor of the president by Vice
President John Adams. The Department of State, and
all cabinet departments subsequently created, would
be run by people removable only by the president.

That decision did not resolve the question of who
would really control the bureaucracy, however.
Congress retained the right to appropriate money, to
investigate the administration, and to shape the laws
that would be executed by that administration—more
than ample power to challenge any president who
claimed to have sole authority over his subordinates.
And many members of Congress expected that the
cabinet departments, even though headed by people
removable by the president, would report to Congress.

The government in Washington was at first minus-
cule. The State Department started with only nine
employees; the War Department did not have eighty
civilian employees until 1801. Only the Treasury
Department, concerned with collecting taxes and find-
ing ways to pay the public debt, had much power, and
only the Post Office Department provided any signifi-
cant service.

The Appointment of Officials
Small as the bureaucracy was, people struggled, often
bitterly, over who would be appointed to it. From
George Washington’s day to modern times, presidents

have found appointment to be one of their most impor-
tant and difficult tasks. The officials that they select
affect how the laws are interpreted (thus the political
ideology of the job holders is important), what tone the
administration will display (thus personal character is
important), how effectively the public business is dis-
charged (thus competence is important), and how
strong the political party or faction in power will be
(thus party affiliation is important). Presidents trying
to balance the competing needs of ideology, character,
fitness, and partisanship have rarely pleased most peo-
ple. As John Adams remarked, every appointment cre-
ates one ingrate and ten enemies.

Because Congress, during most of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, was the dominant branch of
government, congressional preferences often con-
trolled the appointment of officials. And since
Congress was, in turn, a collection of people who rep-
resented local interests, appointments were made with
an eye to rewarding the local supporters of members of
Congress or building up local party organizations.
These appointments made on the basis of political con-
siderations—patronage—were later to become a
major issue. They galvanized various reform efforts
that sought to purify politics and to raise the level of
competence of the public service. Many of the abuses
that the reformers complained about were real
enough, but patronage served some useful purposes as
well. It gave the president a way to ensure that his sub-
ordinates were reasonably supportive of his policies; it
provided a reward that the president could use to
induce recalcitrant members of Congress to vote for
his programs; and it enabled party organizations to be
built up to perform the necessary functions of nomi-
nating candidates and getting out the vote.

Though at first there were not many jobs to fight
over, by the middle of the nineteenth century there
were a lot. From 1816 to 1861 the number of federal
employees increased eightfold. This expansion was
not, however, the result of the government’s taking on
new functions but simply a result of the increased
demands on its traditional functions. The Post Office
alone accounted for 86 percent of this growth.4

The Civil War was a great watershed in bureau-
cratic development. Fighting the war led, naturally,
to hiring many new officials and creating many new
offices. Just as important, the Civil War revealed 
the administrative weakness of the federal govern-
ment and led to demands by the civil service reform
movement for an improvement in the quality and
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organization of federal employees. And finally, the
war was followed by a period of rapid industrializa-
tion and the emergence of a national economy. The
effects of these developments could no longer be
managed by state governments acting alone. With
the creation of a nationwide network of railroads,
commerce among the states became increasingly
important. The constitutional powers of the federal
government to regulate interstate commerce, long
dormant for want of much commerce to regulate,
now became an important source of controversy.

A Service Role
From 1861 to 1901 new agencies were created, many
to deal with particular sectors of society and the econ-
omy. Over two hundred thousand new federal employ-
ees were added, with only about half of this increase in
the Post Office. The rapidly growing Pension Office
began paying benefits to Civil War veterans; the
Department of Agriculture was created in 1862 to
help farmers; the Department of Labor was founded in
1882 to serve workers; and the Department of
Commerce was organized in 1903 to assist business-
people. Many more specialized agencies, such as the
National Bureau of Standards, also came into being.

These agencies had one thing in common: their role
was primarily to serve, not to regulate. Most did
research, gathered statistics, dispensed federal lands,
or passed out benefits. Not until the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC) was created in 1887 did
the federal government begin to regulate the economy
(other than by managing the currency) in any large
way. Even the ICC had, at first, relatively few powers.

There were several reasons why federal officials pri-
marily performed a service role. The values that had
shaped the Constitution were still strong: these includ-
ed a belief in limited government, the importance of
states’ rights, and the fear of concentrated discre-
tionary power. The proper role of government in the
economy was to promote, not to regulate, and a com-
mitment to laissez-faire—a freely competitive econo-
my—was strongly held. But just as important, the
Constitution said nothing about giving any regulatory
powers to bureaucrats. It gave to Congress the power to
regulate commerce among the states. Now obviously
Congress could not make the necessary day-to-day
decisions to regulate, for example, the rates that inter-
state railroads charged to farmers and other shippers.
Some agency or commission composed of appointed
officials and experts would have to be created to do

★ POLITICALLY SPEAKING ★

The spoils system is another phrase for political
patronage—that is, the practice of giving the fruits
of a party’s victory, such as jobs and contracts, to
the loyal members of that party.

Spoils became a famous word when it was
used in 1832 by Senator William Marcy of New
York in a speech that he made defending the
decision of President Andrew Jackson to appoint
one of his supporters, Martin Van Buren, as
ambassador to Great Britain. New York politi-
cians, he said, “boldly preach what they practice.
. . . If they are successful, they claim, as a matter
of right, the advantages of success. They see
nothing wrong in the rule, that to the victor
belong the spoils of the enemy.”

In fact both the word and the practice are
much older than Marcy and Jackson. Thomas
Jefferson had appointed his partisans to office
when he won the presidency from John Adams.
Though Jackson is remembered as a heavy user
of spoils, in fact he only replaced about 20 per-
cent of all the officeholders that he inherited
from his predecessor.

By the late nineteenth century the spoils sys-
tem was both more extensively used and sharply
criticized. Ending the system and replacing it
with appointments based on merit was a major
goal of the progressive movement around the
turn of the century.

Today most federal appointments are based on
merit, but in many state governments there con-
tinues to be a heavy reliance on patronage.

Source: From Safire’s Political Dictionary by William Safire. Copyright
© 1968, 1972, 1978 by William Safire. Reprinted by permission of
Random House, Inc. and the author.

Spoils System
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that. For a long time, however, the prevailing interpre-
tation of the Constitution was that no such agency
could exercise such regulatory powers unless Congress
first set down clear standards that would govern the
agency’s decisions. As late as 1935 the Supreme Court
held that a regulatory agency could not make rules on
its own; it could only apply the standards enacted by
Congress.5 The Court’s view was that the legislature
may not delegate its powers to the president or to an
administrative agency.6

These restrictions on what administrators could do
were set aside in wartime. During World War I, for
example, President Woodrow Wilson was authorized
by Congress to fix prices, operate the railroads, manage
the communications system, and even control the dis-
tribution of food.7 This kind of extraordinary grant of
power usually ended with the war.

Some changes in the bureaucracy did not end with
the war. During the Civil War, World War I, World War
II, the Korean War, and the war in Vietnam, the num-
ber of civilian (as well as military) employees of the
government rose sharply. These increases were not
simply in the number of civilians needed to help serve
the war effort; many of the additional people were
hired by agencies, such as the Treasury Department,
not obviously connected with the war. Furthermore,
the number of federal officials did not return to prewar
levels after each war. Though there was some reduc-
tion, each war left the number of federal employees
larger than before.8

It is not hard to understand how this happens.
During wartime almost every government agency
argues that its activities have some relation to the
war effort, and few legislators want to be caught vot-
ing against something that may help that effort.
Hence in 1944 the Reindeer Service in Alaska, an
agency of the Interior Department, asked for more
employees because reindeer are “a valued asset in
military planning.”

A Change in Role
Today’s bureaucracy is largely a product of two events:
the depression of the 1930s (and the concomitant
New Deal program of President Roosevelt) and World
War II. Though many agencies have been added since
then, the basic features of the bureaucracy were set
mainly as a result of changes in public attitudes and in
constitutional interpretation that occurred during
these periods. The government was now expected to
play an active role in dealing with economic and social
problems. In the late 1930s the Supreme Court
reversed its earlier decisions (see Chapter 14) on the
question of delegating legislative powers to adminis-
trative agencies and upheld laws by which Congress
merely instructs agencies to make decisions that serve
“the public interest” in some area.9 As a result it was
possible for President Nixon to set up in 1971 a system
of price and wage controls based on a statute that sim-
ply authorized the president “to issue such orders and
regulations as he may deem appropriate to stabilize
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prices, rents, wages, and salaries.”10 The Cost of Living
Council and other agencies that Nixon established to
carry out this order were run by appointed officials
who had the legal authority to make sweeping deci-
sions based on general statutory language.

World War II was the first occasion during which
the government made heavy use of federal income
taxes—on individuals and corporations—to finance its
activities. Between 1940 and 1945 total federal tax
collections increased from about $5 billion to nearly
$44 billion. The end of the war brought no substantial
tax reduction: the country believed that a high level of
military preparedness continued to be necessary and
that various social programs begun before the war
should enjoy the heavy funding made possible by
wartime taxes. Tax receipts continued, by and large, to
grow. Before 1913, when the Sixteenth Amendment
to the Constitution was passed, the federal government
could not collect income taxes at all (it financed itself
largely from customs duties and excise taxes). From
1913 to 1940 income taxes were small (in 1940 the
average American paid only $7 in federal income
taxes). World War II created the first great financial
boom for the government, permitting the sustained
expansion of a wide variety of programs and thus
entrenching a large number of administrators in
Washington.11

The Federal Bureaucracy
Today

No president wants to admit that he has increased the
size of the bureaucracy. He can avoid saying this by
pointing out that the number of civilians working for
the federal government, excluding postal workers, has
not increased significantly in recent years and is about
the same today (2 million persons) as it was in 1960,
and less than it was during World War II. This expla-
nation is true but misleading, for it neglects the rough-
ly 13 million people who work indirectly for
Washington as employees of private firms and state or
local agencies that are largely, if not entirely, support-
ed by federal funds. As Figure 13.1 shows, there are
nearly three persons earning their living indirectly
from the federal government for every one earning it
directly. While federal employment has remained quite
stable, employment among federal contractors and
consultants and in state and local governments has
mushroomed. Indeed, most federal bureaucrats, like

most other people who work for the federal govern-
ment, live outside Washington, D.C. (see Figure 13.3
later in this chapter).

The power of the federal bureaucracy cannot be
measured by the number of employees, however. A
bureaucracy of five million persons would have little
power if each employee did nothing but type letters or
file documents, whereas a bureaucracy of only one
hundred persons would have awesome power if each
member were able to make arbitrary life-and-death
decisions affecting the rest of us. The power of the
bureaucracy depends on the extent to which appoint-
ed officials have discretionary authority—that is,
the ability to choose courses of action and to make
policies that are not spelled out in advance by laws. In
Figure 13.2 we see how the volume of regulations
issued and the amount of money spent have risen
much faster than the number of federal employees
who write the regulations and spend the money.

By this test the power of the federal bureaucracy
has grown enormously. Congress has delegated sub-
stantial authority to administrative agencies in three
areas: (1) paying subsidies to particular groups and
organizations in society (farmers, veterans, scientists,
schools, universities, hospitals); (2) transferring
money from the federal government to state and local
governments (the grant-in-aid programs described in
Chapter 3); and (3) devising and enforcing regulations
for various sectors of society and the economy. Some of

Source: Paul C. Light, The True Size of Government
(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1999). Data for 1996.

17 Million
Workers

On federal
contracts

5.6 m

Working under federal
mandate for state or local
governments  4.6 m

On federal 
grants  2.4 m

Postal workers  0.9 m

Uniformed military  1.5 m 

Federal civil
servants  1.9 m

Figure 13.1 The Real “Washington” Bureaucracy
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these administrative functions, such as grants-in-aid
to states, are closely monitored by Congress; others,
such as the regulatory programs, usually operate with
a greater degree of independence. These delegations of
power, especially in the areas of paying subsidies and
regulating the economy, did not become commonplace
until the 1930s, and then only after the Supreme
Court decided that such delegations were constitution-
al. Today, by contrast, appointed officials can decide,
within rather broad limits, who shall own a television
station, what safety features automobiles shall have,
what kinds of scientific research shall be specially
encouraged, what drugs shall appear on the market,
which dissident groups shall be investigated, what
fumes an industrial smokestack may emit, which cor-
porate mergers shall be allowed, what use shall be
made of national forests, and what prices crop and
dairy farmers shall receive for their products.

If appointed officials have this kind of power, then
how they use it is of paramount importance in under-
standing modern government. There are, broadly, four
factors that may explain the behavior of these officials:

1. The manner in which they are recruited and
rewarded

2. Their personal attributes, such as their socioeco-
nomic backgrounds and their political attitudes

3. The nature of their jobs
4. The constraints that outside forces—political supe-

riors, legislators, interest groups, journalists—
impose on their agencies

Recruitment and Retention
The federal civil service system was designed to recruit
qualified people on the basis of merit, not political
patronage, and to retain and promote employees on
the basis of performance, not political favoritism.
Many appointed federal officials belong to the com-
petitive service. This means that they are appointed
only after they have passed a written examination
administered by the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) or met certain selection criteria (such as train-
ing, educational attainments, or prior experience)
devised by the hiring agency and approved by the
OPM. Where competition for a job exists and candi-
dates can be ranked by their scores or records, the
agency must usually appoint one of the three top-
ranking candidates.

In recent years the competitive service system has
become decentralized, so that each agency now hires
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its own people without an OPM referral, and examina-
tions have become less common. In 1952 more than
86 percent of all federal employees were civil servants
hired by the competitive service; by 1996 that figure
had fallen to less than 54 percent. This decentraliza-
tion and the greater use of ways other than exams to
hire employees were caused by three things. First, the
old OPM system was cumbersome and often not rele-
vant to the complex needs of departments. Second,
these agencies had a need for more professionally
trained employees—lawyers, biologists, engineers, and
computer specialists—who could not be ranked on the
basis of some standard exam. And third, civil rights
groups pressed Washington to make the racial compo-
sition of the federal bureaucracy look more like the
racial composition of the nation.

Thus it is wrong to suppose that a standardized,
centralized system governs the federal service. As one
recent study concluded, today much of the “real
responsibility for recruiting, testing, and hiring has
shifted to the agencies from OPM and its central 
system.”12

Moreover, the kinds of workers being recruited into
the federal civil service have changed. For example,
blue-collar employment fell from 26 percent of the fed-
eral work force in 1973 to 16 percent in 1993.
Meanwhile, the federal government’s white-collar
work force has become more diverse occupationally. As
one writer on civil service reform has noted, the “need
to recruit and retain physicists, biologists, oceanogra-
phers, nurses, statisticians, botanists, and epidemiolo-
gists, as well as large numbers of engineers, lawyers,
and accountants, now preoccupies federal personnel
managers.”13

Employees hired outside the competitive service
are part of the excepted service. They now make up
almost half of all workers. Though not hired by the
OPM, they still are typically hired in a nonpartisan
fashion. Some are hired by agencies—such as the
CIA, the FBI, and the Postal Service—that have their
own selection procedures.

About 3 percent of the excepted employees are
appointed on grounds other than or in addition to
merit. These legal exceptions exist to permit the presi-
dent to select, for policy-making and politically sensi-
tive posts, people who are in agreement with his policy
views. Such appointments are generally of three kinds:

1. Presidential appointments authorized by statute
(cabinet and subcabinet officers, judges, U.S. mar-

shals and U.S. attorneys, ambassadors, and mem-
bers of various boards and commissions).

2. “Schedule C” appointments to jobs that are
described as having a “confidential or policy-deter-
mining character” below the level of cabinet or
subcabinet posts (including executive assistants,
special aides, and confidential secretaries).

3. Noncareer executive assignments (NEAs) given
to high-ranking members of the regular compet-
itive civil service or to persons brought into the
civil service at these high levels. These people are
deeply involved in the advocacy of presidential
programs or participate in policy-making.

These three groups of excepted appointments
constitute the patronage available to a president and
his administration. When President Kennedy took
office in 1961, he had 451 political jobs to fill. When
President Clinton took office in 1993, he had more
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than four times that number, including nearly four
times the number of top cabinet posts (see Table
13.1 on page 382). Scholars disagree over whether
this proliferation of political appointees has
improved or worsened Washington’s performance,
but one thing is clear: widespread presidential
patronage is hardly unprecedented. In the nine-
teenth century practically every federal job was a
patronage job. For example, when Grover Cleveland,
a Democrat, became president in 1885, he replaced
some forty thousand Republican postal employees
with Democrats.

Ironically, two years earlier, in 1883, the passage
of the Pendleton Act had begun a slow but steady
transfer of federal jobs from the patronage to the
merit system. It may seem strange that a political
party in power (the Republicans) would be willing to
relinquish its patronage in favor of a merit-based
appointment system. Two factors made it possible
for the Republicans to pass the Pendleton Act: (1)
public outrage over the abuses of the spoils system,
highlighted by the assassination of President James
Garfield by a man always described in the history
books as a “disappointed office seeker” (lunatic
would be a more accurate term); and (2) the fear
that if the Democrats came to power on a wave of
antispoils sentiment, existing Republican officehold-
ers would be fired. (The Democrats won anyway.)

The merit system spread to encompass most of the
federal bureaucracy, generally with presidential sup-
port. Though presidents may have liked in theory the
idea of hiring and firing subordinates at will, most felt
that the demands for patronage were impossible either
to satisfy or to ignore. Furthermore, by increasing the
coverage of the merit system a president could “blan-
ket in” patronage appointees already holding office,
thus making it difficult or impossible for the next
administration to fire them.

■ The Buddy System The actual recruitment of
civil servants, especially in middle- and upper-level
jobs, is somewhat more complicated, and slightly more
political, than the laws and rules might suggest.
Though many people enter the federal bureaucracy by
learning of a job, filling out an application, perhaps
taking a test, and being hired, many also enter on a
“name-request” basis. A name-request job is one
that is filled by a person whom an agency has already
identified. In this respect the federal government is not
so different from private business. A person learns of a
job from somebody who already has one, or the head of
a bureau decides in advance whom he or she wishes to
hire. The agency must still send a form describing the
job to the OPM, but it also names the person whom the
agency wants to appoint. Sometimes the job is even
described in such a way that the person named is the

A Day in the Life of a Bureaucrat
Here is how the commissioner of the Social Security
Administration (SSA), a high-level bureaucrat, spent
a typical day:

5:45 A.M. Arise.
6:50 A.M. Leave for the office.
7:30 A.M. Read newspapers.
8:00 A.M. Meet with deputy commissioner.
8:30 A.M. Brief cabinet secretary on Social Security data.*
9:45 A.M. Decide how to respond to press criticisms.
10:05 A.M. Leave for meeting in another building.
11:30 A.M. Meet with top staff.
1:00 P.M. Meet with bureau chiefs on half a dozen 

issues.
2:45 P.M. Meet with a deputy to discuss next year’s budget.
3:30 P.M. Meet with business executive about use of 

computers in SSA.

4:30 P.M. Meet with deputy in charge of Medicare to 
discuss plan for national health insurance.

5:10 P.M. Catch up on phone calls; meet with
committee concerned with drug abuse.

6:10 P.M. Leave for home. Get out of attending a dinner 
meeting in Washington.

As is obvious, high-level bureaucrats spend most
of their time discussing things in meetings. It is in
such meetings that government policy is made.

*SSA was part of the Department of Health and Human Services but
no longer is.

Source: Adapted from “A Day in the Life of a Government Executive,”
in Inside the System, ed. Charles Peters and Nicholas Leamann, 4th
ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979), 205–213.

HOW THINGS WORK
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only one who can qualify for it. Occasionally this tailor-
made, name-request job is offered to a person at the
insistence of a member of Congress who wants a polit-

ical supporter taken care of; more often it is made avail-
able because the bureaucracy itself knows whom it
wishes to hire and wants to circumvent an elaborate
search. This is the “buddy system.”

The buddy system does not necessarily produce
poor employees. Indeed, it is frequently a way of hir-
ing people known to the agency as being capable of
handling the position. It also opens up the possibili-
ty of hiring people whose policy views are congenial
to those already in office. Such networking is based
on shared policy views, not (as once was the case) on
narrow partisan affiliations. For example, bureau-
crats in consumer protection agencies recruit new
staff from private groups with an interest in con-
sumer protection, such as the various organizations
associated with Ralph Nader, or from academics
who have a proconsumer inclination.

There has always been an informal “old boys’ net-
work” among those who move in and out of high-
level government posts; with the increasing appoint-
ment of women to these jobs, there has begun to

Administration

Kennedy Clinton

Top cabinet posts
Secretary 10 14
Deputy secretary 6 21
Undersecretary 14 32
Assistant secretary 81 212
Deputy assistant secretary 77 507
Deputy administrator 52 190

Total top cabinet posts 240 976
Total top political jobs 451 2,393

Source: Paul C. Light, Thickening Government (Washington,
D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1995).

Table 13.1 The Rise in Top Political Jobs
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emerge an old girls’ network as well.14 In a later sec-
tion we will consider whether, or in what ways, these
recruitment patterns make a difference.

■ Firing a Bureaucrat The great majority of bu-
reaucrats who are part of the civil service and who do
not hold presidential appointments have jobs that are,
for all practical purposes, beyond reach. An executive
must go through elaborate steps to fire, demote, or sus-
pend a civil servant. Realistically this means that no
one is fired or demoted unless his or her superior is pre-
pared to invest a great deal of time and effort in the
attempt. In 1987 about 2,600 employees who had
completed their probationary period were fired for mis-
conduct or poor performance. That is about one-tenth
of 1 percent of all federal employees. It is hard to
believe that a large private company would fire only
one-tenth of 1 percent of its workers in a given year.
It’s also impossible to believe that, as is often the case in
Washington, it would take a year to fire anyone. To
cope with this problem, federal executives have devised
a number of stratagems for bypassing or forcing out
civil servants with whom they cannot work—denying
them promotions, transferring them to undesirable
locations, or assigning them to meaningless work.

With the passage of the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978 Congress recognized that many high-level posi-
tions in the civil service have important policy-
making responsibilities and that the president and his
cabinet officers ought to have more flexibility 
in recruiting, assigning, and paying such people.

Accordingly, the act created the Senior Executive
Service (SES), about eight thousand top federal man-
agers who can (in theory) be hired, fired, and trans-
ferred more easily than ordinary civil servants.
Moreover, the act stipulated that members of the SES
would be eligible for substantial cash bonuses if they
performed their duties well. (To protect the rights of
SES members, anyone who is removed from the SES is
guaranteed a job elsewhere in the government.)

Things did not work out quite as the sponsors of the
SES had hoped. Though most eligible civil servants
joined it, there was only a modest increase in the pro-
portion of higher-ranking positions in agencies that
were filled by transfer from another agency; the cash
bonuses did not prove to be an important incentive
(perhaps because the base salaries of top bureaucrats
did not keep up with inflation); and hardly any mem-
ber of the SES was actually fired. Two years after the
SES was created, less than one-half of 1 percent of its
members had received an unsatisfactory rating, and
none had been fired. Nor does the SES give the presi-
dent a large opportunity to make political appoint-
ments: only 10 percent of the SES can be selected from
outside the existing civil service. And no SES member
can be transferred involuntarily.

■ The Agency’s Point of View When one realizes
that most agencies are staffed by people who were
recruited by those agencies, sometimes on a name-
request basis, and who are virtually immune from dis-
missal, it becomes clear that the recruitment and

Firing a Bureaucrat
To fire or demote a member of the competitive civil
service, these procedures must be followed:

1. The employee must be given written notice at
least thirty days in advance that he or she is to be
fired or demoted for incompetence or misconduct.

2. The written notice must contain a statement of
reasons, including specific examples of unaccept-
able performance.

3. The employee has the right to an attorney and to
reply, orally or in writing, to the charges.

4. The employee has the right to appeal any adverse
action to the Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB), a three-person, bipartisan body appointed
by the president with the consent of the Senate.

5. The MSPB must grant the employee a hearing, at
which the employee has the right to have an
attorney present.

6. The employee has the right to appeal the MSPB
decision to a U.S. court of appeals, which can hold
new hearings.

HOW THINGS WORK
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retention policies of the civil service work to ensure
that most bureaucrats will have an “agency” point of
view. Even with the encouragement for transfers creat-
ed by the SES, most government agencies are dominat-
ed by people who have not served in any other agency
and who have been in government service most of
their lives. This fact has some advantages: it means
that most top-tier bureaucrats are experts in the proce-
dures and policies of their agencies and that there will
be a substantial degree of continuity in agency behav-
ior no matter which political party happens to be in
power.

But the agency point of view has its costs as well. A
political executive entering an agency with responsi-
bility for shaping its direction will discover that he or
she must carefully win the support of career subordi-
nates. A subordinate has an infinite capacity for dis-
creet sabotage and can make life miserable for a politi-
cal superior by delaying action, withholding informa-
tion, following the rule book with literal exactness, or
making an “end run” around a superior to mobilize
members of Congress who are sympathetic to the
bureaucrat’s point of view. For instance, when one
political executive wanted to downgrade a bureau in
his department, he found, naturally, that the bureau
chief was opposed. The bureau chief spoke to some
friendly lobbyists and a key member of Congress.
When the political executive asked the congressman
whether he had any problem with the contemplated
reorganization, the congressman replied, “No, you
have the problem, because if you touch that bureau,
I’ll cut your job out of the budget.”15

Personal Attributes
A second factor that might shape the way bureaucrats
use their power is their personal attributes. These
include their social class, education, and personal
political beliefs. The federal civil service as a whole
looks very much like a cross section of American 
society in the education, sex, race, and social origins of
its members (see Figure 13.3). But as with many other
employers, African Americans and other minorities
are most likely to be heavily represented in the lowest
grade levels and tend to be underrepresented at the
executive level (see Table 13.2). At the higher-ranking
levels, where the most power is found—say, in the
supergrade ranks of GS 16 through GS 18—the typi-
cal civil servant is a middle-aged white male with a col-
lege degree whose father was somewhat more advan-
taged than the average citizen. In the great majority of

cases this individual is in fact very different from the
typical American in both background and personal
beliefs.

Because political appointees and career bureau-
crats are unrepresentative of the average American,
and because of their supposed occupational self-
interest, some critics have speculated that the people
holding these jobs think about politics and government
in ways very different from the public at large. The
results of a 1998 survey would seem to prove them
right: 57 percent of average citizens, versus 76 percent
of career bureaucrats and 88 percent of Clinton
administration appointees, described themselves as
progovernment; 60 percent of all Americans, com-
pared to just 4 percent of all career bureaucrats and
Clinton appointees, agreed that most popular criti-
cisms of the federal government were justified; about a
third of the public, but under a fifth of the career and
appointed public servants, described themselves as
conservative; and only 13 or 14 percent of those in
government agreed that the public knew enough
about the issues to form wise opinions on policy.16

It is important, however, not to overgeneralize
from such differences. For example, whereas Clinton
appointees (virtually all of them strong Democrats)
were more liberal than average citizens, Reagan
appointees (virtually all of them loyal Republicans)
were undoubtedly more conservative than average
citizens. Likewise, career civil servants are more pro-
government than the public at large, but on most
specific policy questions, federal bureaucrats do not
have extreme positions. They don’t, for example,

Percentage 
of Total

Grade Black Hispanic Black Hispanic

GS 1–4 26,895 8,526 29.7% 9.4%
GS 5–8 99,937 31,703 27.0 8.6
GS 9–12 82,809 36,813 16.0 7.0
GS 13–15 31,494 12,869 10.3 4.2
SES 1,180 547 7.3 3.4
Total 298,701 115,247 17.0 6.7

Note: GS stands for “General Service.” The higher the number, the
higher the rank of people with that number.

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2001, 482.

Table 13.2 Minority Employment in the Federal
Bureaucracy by Rank, 2000
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think that the government should take over the big
corporations, they support some amount of business
deregulation, and a majority (by a slim margin)
don’t think that the goal of U.S. foreign policy has
been to protect business.17

We can also see, however, that the kind of agency
for which a bureaucrat works makes a difference.
Those employed in “activist” agencies, such as the
Federal Trade Commission, Environmental Protection
Agency, and Food and Drug Administration, have
much more liberal views than those who work for the
more “traditional” agencies, such as the departments
of Agriculture, Commerce, and the Treasury.

This association between attitudes and kind of
agency has been confirmed by other studies. Even
when the bureaucrats come from roughly the same
social backgrounds, their policy views seem to reflect
the type of government work that they do. For exam-
ple, people holding foreign service jobs in the State
Department tended to be more liberal than those com-

ing from similar family backgrounds and performing
similar tasks (such as working on foreign affairs) in the
Defense Department.18 It is not clear whether these dif-
ferences in attitudes were produced by the jobs that
they held or whether certain jobs attract people with
certain beliefs. Probably both forces were at work.

Whatever the mechanism involved, there seems lit-
tle doubt that different agencies display different politi-
cal ideologies. A study done in 1976 revealed that
Democrats and people with liberal views tended to be
overrepresented in social service agencies, whereas
Republicans and people with conservative views tend
to be overrepresented in defense agencies.19

Do Bureaucrats Sabotage Their 
Political Bosses?
Because it is so hard to fire career bureaucrats, it is
often said that these people will sabotage any actions
by their political superiors with which they disagree.
And since civil servants tend to have liberal views, it

Sex

Race

Employing
Agency

Total number of employees

Location

1960

1999

1960 White/Minority data for 1960 unavailable

Male  75% Female 25%

Male  55.1%

White  69.6%

All other  33%Postal Service  23%Defense Department  44%

All other  22.7%Postal Service  47.9%Defense Department  29.3%

Elsewhere  89%

Elsewhere  89%

11%

11%

Minority*  30.4%

Female 44.9%

1999

1960

1999

1960

1999

In Washington area

*Blacks, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and Pacific Islanders

1960

1999 

2.2 million

2.1 million

Sources: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1961, 392–394; Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2000, Nos. 450, 482, 500,
595, 1118.

Figure 13.3 Characteristics of Federal Civilian Employees, 1960 and 1999
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has been conservative presidents and cabinet secre-
taries who have usually expressed this worry.

There is no doubt that some bureaucrats will drag
their heels if they don’t like their bosses, and a few will
block actions they oppose. However, most bureaucrats
try to carry out the policies of their superiors even
when they personally disagree with them. When
David Stockman was director of the OMB, he set out to
make sharp cuts in government spending programs in
accordance with the wishes of his boss, President
Reagan. He later published a book complaining about
all the people in the White House and Congress who
worked against him.20 But nowhere in the book is there
any major criticism of the civil servants at the OMB. It
appears that whatever these people thought about
Stockman and Reagan, they loyally tried to carry out
Stockman’s policies.

Bureaucrats tend to be loyal to political superiors
who deal with them cooperatively and constructive-
ly. An agency head who tries to ignore or discredit 
them can be in for a tough time, however. The pow-
ers of obstruction available to aggrieved bureaucrats
are formidable. Such people can leak embarrassing
stories to Congress or to the media, help interest
groups mobilize against the agency head, and dis-
cover a thousand procedural reasons why a new
course of action won’t work.

The exercise of some of those bureaucratic pow-
ers is protected by the Whistle Blower Protection
Act. Passed in 1989, the law created the Office of
Special Counsel, charged with investigating com-
plaints from bureaucrats that they were punished
after reporting to Congress about waste, fraud, or
abuse in their agencies.

It may seem odd that bureaucrats, who have great
job security, would not always act in accordance with
their personal beliefs instead of in accordance with the
wishes of their bosses. Bureaucratic sabotage, in this
view, ought to be very common. But bureaucratic
cooperation with superiors is not odd, once you take
into account the nature of a bureaucrat’s job.

If you are a voter at the polls, your beliefs will clear-
ly affect how you vote (see Chapter 5). But if you are
the second baseman for the Boston Red Sox, your polit-
ical beliefs, social background, and education will have
nothing to do with how you field ground balls.
Sociologists like to call the different things that people
do in their lives “roles” and to distinguish between
roles that are loosely structured (such as the role of
voter) and those that are highly structured (such as

that of second baseman). Personal attitudes greatly
affect loosely structured roles and only slightly affect
highly structured ones. Applied to the federal bureau-
cracy, this suggests that civil servants performing tasks
that are routinized (such as filling out forms), tasks
that are closely defined by laws and rules (such as issu-
ing welfare checks), or tasks that are closely monitored
by others (supervisors, special-interest groups, the
media) will probably perform them in ways that can
only partially be explained, if at all, by their personal
attitudes. Civil servants performing complex, loosely
defined tasks that are not closely monitored may carry
out their work in ways powerfully influenced by their
attitudes.

Among the loosely defined tasks are those per-
formed by professionals, and so the values of these
people may influence how they behave. An increas-
ing number of lawyers, economists, engineers, and
physicians are hired to work in federal agencies.
These men and women have received extensive train-
ing that produces not only a set of skills but also a set
of attitudes as to what is important and valuable. For
example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
charged with preventing unfair methods of competi-
tion among businesses, employs two kinds of profes-
sionals—lawyers, organized into a Bureau of
Competition, and economists, organized into a
Bureau of Economics. Lawyers are trained to draw
up briefs and argue cases in court and are taught the
legal standards by which they will know whether
they have a chance of winning a case or not.
Economists are trained to analyze how a competitive
economy works and what costs consumers must bear
if the goods and services are produced by a monopoly
(one firm controlling the market) or an oligopoly (a
small number of firms dominating the market).

Because of their training and attitudes, lawyers in
the FTC prefer to bring cases against a business firm
that has done something clearly illegal, such as attend-
ing secret meetings with competitors to rig the prices
that will be charged to a purchaser. These cases appeal
to lawyers because there is usually a victim (the pur-
chaser or a rival company) who complains to the gov-
ernment, the illegal behavior can be proved in a court
of law, and the case can be completed rather quickly.

Economists, on the other hand, are trained to
measure the value of a case not by how quickly it
can be proved in court but by whether the illegal
practice imposes large or small costs on the con-
sumer. FTC economists often dislike the cases that
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appeal to lawyers. The economists feel that the
amount of money that such cases save the con-
sumer is often small and that the cases are a distrac-
tion from the major issues—such as whether IBM
unfairly dominates the computer business or
whether General Motors is too large to be efficient.
Lawyers, in turn, are leery of big cases, because the
facts are hard to prove and they may take forever to
decide (one blockbuster case can drag through the
courts for ten years). In many federal agencies diver-
gent professional values such as these help explain
how power is used.

Culture and Careers
Unlike the lawyers and economists working in the
FTC, the government bureaucrats in a typical
agency don’t have a lot of freedom to choose a
course of action. Their jobs are spelled out not only
by the laws, rules, and routines of their agency but
also by the informal understandings among fellow
employees as to how they are supposed to act. These
understandings are the culture of the agency.21

If you belong to the air force, you can do a lot of
things, but only one thing really counts: flying 
airplanes, especially advanced jet fighters and
bombers. The culture of the air force is a pilots’ cul-
ture. If you belong to the navy, you have more choic-
es: fly jet aircraft or operate nuclear submarines.
Both jobs provide status and a chance for promotion
to the highest ranks. By contrast, sailing minesweep-
ers or transport ships (or worse, having a desk job
and not sailing anything at all) is not a very reward-
ing job. The culture of the CIA emphasizes working
overseas as a clandestine agent; staying in
Washington as a report writer is not as good for your
career. The culture of the State Department rewards
skill in political negotiations; being an expert on
international economics or embassy security is
much less rewarding.

You can usually tell what kind of culture an
agency has by asking an employee, “If you want to
get ahead here, what sort of jobs should you take?”
The jobs that are career enhancing are part of the
culture; the jobs that are not career enhancing (NCE
in bureaucratic lingo) are not part of it.

Being part of a strong culture is good—up to a
point. It motivates employees to work hard in order
to win the respect of their coworkers as well as the
approval of their bosses. But a strong culture also
makes it hard to change an agency. FBI agents for
many years resisted getting involved in civil rights or

organized crime cases, and diplomats in the State
Department didn’t pay much attention to embassy
security. These important jobs were not a career-
enhancing part of the culture.

Constraints
The biggest difference between a government
agency and a private organization is the vastly
greater number of constraints on the agency. Unlike
a business firm, the typical government bureau can-
not hire, fire, build, or sell without going through
procedures set down in laws. How much money it
pays its members is determined by statute, not by the
market. Not only the goals of an agency but often its
exact procedures are spelled out by Congress.

At one time the Soil Conservation Service was
required by law to employ at least 14,177 full-time
workers. The State Department is forbidden by law

Famous Bureaucrats
The federal government has employed as bureaucrats people who were
later to become famous in other careers.

Clara Barton, founder of the Clerk in the U.S. Patent Office,
American Red Cross 1854–1861

Alexander Graham Bell, Special agent of the U.S.
inventor of the telephone Census Bureau, 1890

Nathaniel Hawthorne, author Weigher in the Boston Custom 
House, 1839–1841, and surveyor 
of the Port of Salem,
Massachusetts, 1845–1849

Washington Irving, author U.S. foreign service

Abraham Lincoln, president Postmaster of New Salem,
Illinois, 1833–1836

Knute Rockne, football coach Clerk in Chicago Post Office,
1907–1910

James Thurber, humorist Code clerk in State 
Department

James Whistler, painter Draftsman, U.S. Coast Survey,
1854–1855

Walt Whitman, poet Clerk, U.S. Department of the 
Interior, 1865
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from opening a diplomatic post in Antigua or
Barbuda but forbidden from closing a post anywhere
else. The Agency for International Development
(which administers our foreign-aid program) has
been given by Congress 33 objectives and 75 priori-
ties and must send to Congress 288 reports each
year. When it buys military supplies, the Defense
Department must give a “fair proportion” of its con-
tracts to small businesses, especially those operated
by “socially and economically disadvantaged indi-
viduals,” and must buy from American firms even if,
in some cases, buying abroad would be cheaper.

Some of the more general constraints include the
following:

• Administrative Procedure Act (1946). Before adopt-
ing a new rule or policy, an agency must give notice,
solicit comments, and (often) hold hearings.

• Freedom of Information Act (1966). Citizens have
the right to inspect all government records except
those containing military, intelligence, or trade
secrets or revealing private personnel actions.

• National Environmental Policy Act (1969). Before
undertaking any major action affecting the envi-
ronment, an agency must issue an environmental
impact statement.

• Privacy Act (1974). Government files about indi-
viduals, such as Social Security and tax records,
must be kept confidential.

• Open Meeting Law (1976). Every part of every
agency meeting must be open to the public unless
certain matters (for example, military or trade
secrets) are being discussed.

One of the biggest constraints on bureaucratic
action is that Congress rarely gives any job to a single
agency. Stopping drug trafficking is the task of the
Customs Service, the FBI, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, the Border Patrol, and the Defense
Department (among others). Disposing of the assets
of failed savings-and-loan associations is the job of
the Resolution Funding Corporation, Resolution
Trust Corporation, Federal Housing Finance Board,
Office of Thrift Supervision in the Treasury
Department, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Federal Reserve Board, and Justice Department
(among others).

The effects of these constraints on agency behavior
are not surprising.

• The government will often act slowly. (The more
constraints that must be satisfied, the longer it will
take to get anything done.)

• The government will sometimes act inconsistently.
(What is done to meet one constraint—for exam-
ple, freedom of information—may endanger
another constraint—for example, privacy.)

• It will be easier to block action than to take action.
(The constraints ensure that lots of voices will be
heard; the more voices that are heard, the more
they may cancel each other out.)

• Lower-ranking employees will be reluctant 
to make decisions on their own. (Having many
constraints means having many ways to get into

How to Get Rid of a Career Civil
Servant Without Going Through 
the System
The frontal assault Tell him that he is no longer
wanted and that if he quits, he will get a nice letter
of recommendation and a farewell luncheon. If he
won’t quit but later wants to leave for a better job,
he will get a nasty letter of recommendation.

The transfer technique Find out where in the
country the civil servant does not want to live and
threaten to transfer her there. Send Bostonians to
Texas and Texans to Maine.

The special-assignment technique Useful for a
family person who does not like to travel. Tell him
that to keep his job he must inspect all the agency’s
offices in cities with a population under twenty
thousand and stay in bad motels. Even if he doesn’t
quit, at least you will have him out of the office.

The layering technique Put loyal subordinates in
charge of disloyal ones, or put the objectionable
civil servant into an out-of-the-way post where you
can ignore her.

Source: Adapted from “Federal Political Personnel Manual,”
printed in “Presidential Campaign Activities of 1972,”
Hearings Before the Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities, Ninety-third Congress, 2nd Session, vol.
19 (1974). This manual was produced by members of the Nixon
administration, but in some version its principles have been
applied by all administrations.

of PoliticsThe “Rules”
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trouble; to avoid trouble, let your boss make the
decision.)

• Citizens will complain of red tape. (The more con-
straints to serve, the more forms to fill out.)

These constraints do not mean that government
bureaucracy is powerless, only that, however great its
power, it tends to be clumsy. That clumsiness arises not
from the fact that the people who work for agencies are
dull or incompetent but from the complicated political
environment in which that work must be done.

The moral of the story: the next time you get mad at
a bureaucrat, ask yourself, Why would a rational,
intelligent person behave that way? Chances are you
will discover that there are good reasons for that
action. You would probably behave the same way if
you were working for the same organization.

■ Why So Many Constraints? Government agen-
cies behave as they do in large part because of the
many different goals they must pursue and the 
complex rules they must follow. Where does all this red
tape come from?

From us. From us, the people.
Every goal, every constraint, every bit of red tape,

was put in place by Congress, the courts, the White
House, or the agency itself responding to the demands
of some influential faction. Civil rights groups want
every agency to hire and buy from women and minori-
ties. Environmental groups want every agency to file
environmental impact statements. Industries being
regulated want every new agency policy to be formu-
lated only after a lengthy public hearing with lots of
lawyers present. Labor unions also want those hear-
ings so that they can argue against industry lawyers.

Learning Bureaucratese
A few simple rules, if remembered, will enable you
to speak and write in the style of a government 
official.

• Use nouns as if they were verbs. Don’t say, 
“We must set priorities”; say instead, “We must
prioritize.”

• Use adjectives as if they were verbs. Don’t say,
“We put the report in final form”; say instead,
“We finalized the report.”

• Use several words where one word would
do. Don’t say, “now”; say instead, “at this point
in time.”

of PoliticsThe “Rules”

• Never use ordinary words where unusual ones can
be found. Don’t say that you “made a choice”; say
that you “selected an option.”

• No matter what subject you are discussing,
employ the language of sports and war. Never
say, “progress”; say, “breakthrough.” Never speak
of a “compromise”; instead consider “adopting a
fallback position.”

• Avoid active verbs. Never say, “Study the prob-
lem”; say instead, “It is felt that the problem
should be subjected to further study.”
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Everybody who sells something to the government
wants a “fair chance” to make the sale, and so every-
body insists that government contracts be awarded
only after complex procedures are followed. A lot of
people don’t trust the government, and so they insist

that everything it does be done in the sunshine—no
secrets, no closed meetings, no hidden files.

If we wanted agencies to pursue their main goal
with more vigor and less encumbering red tape, we
would have to ask Congress, the courts, or the White
House to repeal some of these constraints. In other
words, we would have to be willing to give up some-
thing we want in order to get something else we
want even more. But politics does not encourage
people to make these trade-offs; instead it encour-
ages us to expect to get everything—efficiency, fair-
ness, help for minorities—all at once.

Agency Allies
Despite these constraints, government bureaucra-
cies are not powerless. In fact some of them actively
seek certain constraints. They do so because it is a
way of cementing a useful relationship with a con-
gressional committee or an interest group.

At one time scholars described the relationship
between an agency, a committee, and an interest
group as an iron triangle. For example, the
Department of Veterans Affairs, the House and
Senate committees on veterans’ affairs, and veter-
ans’ organizations (such as the American Legion)
would form a tight, mutually advantageous alliance.
The department would do what the committees
wanted and in return get political support and budg-
et appropriations; the committee members would do
what the veterans’ groups wanted and in return get
votes and campaign contributions. Iron triangles are
examples of what are called client politics.

Many agencies still have important allies in
Congress and the private sector, especially those
bureaus that serve the needs of specific sectors of the
economy or regions of the country. The Department
of Agriculture works closely with farm organizations,
the Department of the Interior with groups interested
in obtaining low-cost irrigation or grazing rights, and
the Department of Housing and Urban Development
with mayors and real-estate developers.

Sometimes these allies are so strong that they can
defeat a popular president. For years President
Reagan tried to abolish the Small Business
Administration (SBA), arguing that its program of
loans to small firms was wasteful and ridden with
favoritism. But Congress, reacting to pressures from
small-business groups, rallied to the SBA’s defense.
As a result Reagan had to oversee an agency that he
didn’t want.

“Laws” of Bureaucratic Procedure

Acheson’s Rule A memorandum is written not to
inform the reader but to protect the writer.

Boren’s Laws
When in doubt, mumble.
When in trouble, delegate.
When in charge, ponder.

Chapman’s Rules of Committees
Never arrive on time, or you will be stamped a

beginner.
Don’t say anything until the meeting is half over;

this stamps you as being wise.
Be as vague as possible; this prevents irritating 

others.
When in doubt, suggest that a subcommittee be

appointed.

Meskimen’s Law There’s never time to do it right
but always time to do it over.

Murphy’s Law If anything can go wrong, it will.

O’Toole’s Corollary to Murphy’s Law Murphy was
an optimist.

Parkinson’s First Law Work expands to fill the time
available for its completion.

Parkinson’s Second Law Expenditure rises to meet
income.

Peter Principle In every hierarchy, each employee
tends to rise to his level of incompetence; thus,
every post tends to be filled by an incompetent
employee.

Robertson’s Rule The more directives you issue to
solve a problem, the worse it gets.

Smith’s Principle Never do anything for the first time.

of PoliticsThe “Rules”
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But iron triangles are much less common today
than once was the case. Politics of late has become far
more complicated. For one thing, the number and vari-
ety of interest groups have increased so much in recent
years that there is scarcely any agency that is not sub-
ject to pressures from several competing interests
instead of only from one powerful interest. For anoth-
er, the growth of subcommittees in Congress has
meant that most agencies are subject to control by
many different legislative groups, often with very dif-
ferent concerns. Finally, the courts have made it much
easier for all kinds of individuals and interests to inter-
vene in agency affairs.

As a result, nowadays government agencies face
a bewildering variety of competing groups and leg-
islative subcommittees that constitute not a loyal
group of allies but a fiercely contentious collection of
critics. The Environmental Protection Agency is
caught between the demands of environmentalists
and those of industry organizations, the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration between
the pressures of labor and those of business, and the
Federal Communications Commission between the
desires of broadcasters and those of cable television
companies. Even the Department of Agriculture
faces not a unified group of farmers but many differ-
ent farmers split into rival groups, depending on the
crops they raise, the regions in which they live, and
the attitudes they have toward the relative merits of
farm subsidies or free markets.

Political scientist Hugh Heclo has described the typ-
ical government agency today as being embedded not
in an iron triangle but in an issue network.22 These
issue networks consist of people in Washington-based
interest groups, on congressional staffs, in universities
and think tanks, and in the mass media, who regular-
ly debate government policy on a certain subject—say,
health care or auto safety. The networks are con-
tentious, split along political, ideological, and econom-
ic lines. When a president takes office, he often recruits
key agency officials from those members of the issue
network who are most sympathetic to his views.

When Jimmy Carter, a Democrat, became presi-
dent, he appointed to key posts in consumer agencies
people who were from that part of the consumer issue
network associated with Ralph Nader. Ronald Reagan,
a conservative Republican, filled these same jobs with
people who were from that part of the issue network
holding free market or antiregulation views. When
George Bush the elder, a more centrist Republican,

took office, he filled these posts with more centrist
members of the issue network. Bill Clinton brought
back the consumer activists.

Congressional Oversight

The main reason why some interest groups are impor-
tant to agencies is that they are important to Congress.
Not every interest group in the country has substantial
access to Congress, but those that do and that are
taken seriously by the relevant committees or subcom-
mittees must also be taken seriously by the agency.
Furthermore, even apart from interest groups, mem-
bers of Congress have constitutional powers over
agencies and policy interests in how agencies function.

Congressional supervision of the bureaucracy
takes several forms. First, no agency may exist (except
for a few presidential offices and commissions) without
congressional approval. Congress influences—and
sometimes determines precisely—agency behavior by
the statutes it enacts.

Second, no money may be spent unless it has first
been authorized by Congress. Authorization legis-
lation originates in a legislative committee (such as
Agriculture, Education and Labor, or Public Works)
and states the maximum amount of money that an
agency may spend on a given program. This author-
ization may be permanent, it may be for a fixed num-
ber of years, or it may be annual (that is, it must be
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renewed each year, or the program or agency goes
out of business).

Third, even funds that have been authorized by
Congress cannot be spent unless (in most cases) they
are also appropriated. Appropriations are usually
made annually, and they originate not with the 

legislative committees but with the House
Appropriations Committee and its various (and
influential) subcommittees. An appropriation
(money formally set aside for a specific use) may be,
and often is, for less than the amount authorized.
The Appropriations Committee’s action thus tends

Congressional Oversight and Homeland Security
Shortly after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack
on the United States, Senator Joseph Lieberman
called for the creation of a new “Department of
Homeland Defense.” What Lieberman had in mind
was a large new cabinet department that would
bring many federal agencies under one administra-
tive roof. The director of the new department, he
argued, should be a cabinet official subject to Senate
confirmation.

Instead, by executive order, President George W.
Bush created a new Office of Homeland Security
within the Executive Office of the President. He
appointed his friend, former Republican governor of
Pennsylvania Tom Ridge, to head the office as an
assistant to the president. Within a few months,
Ridge’s office released a homeland security blueprint
specifying the critical tasks necessary to secure the
safety of the United States. 

But who, in which federal, state, or local public
agencies, was to perform these critical tasks, with
what government monies, and under whose ultimate
administrative authority? By spring 2002, the new
homeland security office was plagued by two issues.
First, congressional leaders insisted that Ridge testify
before Congress about the Bush administration’s
homeland security strategy. The Bush administration
refused, citing Ridge’s status as an assistant to the
president, not a Senate-confirmed appointee. Second,
to administer its strategy, Ridge’s office would need to
coordinate personnel and budgets across scores of
agencies (see Figure 13.4 on page 393).

On June 6, 2002, the Bush administration pro-
posed the creation of a Department of Homeland
Security that would consolidate twenty-two federal
agencies into one umbrella cabinet-level bureaucra-
cy with nearly 170,000 federal employees (third
behind Defense and Veterans Affairs) and a total of
about $40 billion in budgets (fourth behind Defense,
Health and Human Services, and Education). The
plan called for organizing the new department into

four divisions: border and transportation security;
emergency preparedness and response; chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear counter-meas-
ures; and information analysis and infrastructure
protection (see Figure 13.4). The secretary of the
new department would require Senate approval.
Ridge’s EOP unit, with about 100 White House
employees, would continue to exist as an advisory
body to the president.

Regardless of how the new Department of
Homeland Security is organized, one thing is certain:
Congress will need to restructure itself to make the
new bureaucracy work. Because of committee-cen-
tered congressional decision-making, over the last
several decades the federal bureaucracy has evolved
through agency-by-agency, procedure-by-proce-
dure, program-by-program responses to problems as
they appeared. Thus, excluding the Department of
Defense, the State Department, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), and the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), some seventy separate federal agen-
cies are authorized by Congress to spend money on
counterterrorist activities.

A law creating the new Department of Home-
land Security was passed late in 2002, but how
Congress will oversee it will take years to learn.
The day after the Bush plan was announced, con-
gressional committee chairmen in both parties
issued public statements strongly supporting the
idea of creating a new homeland security depart-
ment, but opposing any efforts to “tamper” with
their respective committees’ or subcommittees’
jurisdiction over given federal agencies or “strip”
them of oversight of those agencies.

History also counsels against assuming that
Congress will streamline itself as it creates and over-
sees a new homeland security department. Over the
past half-century, Congress has created many big
new agencies. Never, however, has Congress recast
its own structures or procedures to ensure that a new
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to have a budget-cutting effect. There are some
funds that can be spent without an appropriation,
but in virtually every part of the bureaucracy each
agency is keenly sensitive to congressional concerns
at the time that the annual appropriations process is
going on.

The Appropriations Committee and
Legislative Committees

The fact that an agency budget must be both author-
ized and appropriated means that each agency serves
not one congressional master but several, and that
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bureaucracy functions well or that its leaders are not
required to spend much of their time giving the same
testimony and answering the same questions before
multiple committees or subcommittees. Whether
congressional oversight of homeland security will
prove an exception remains to be seen.
Sources: Ivo H. Daalder, Statement before the Committee on
Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, October 12, 2001;

John J. Dilulio, Jr., “Homeland Insecurity,” The Weekly Standard
(April 22, 2002) 15–17; Joseph Curl, “Bush Wants New Cabinet
Post,” The Washington Times, (June 7, 2002): A1; Adriel
Bettelheim and Jill Barshay, “Bush’s Swift, Sweeping Plan Is Work
Order for Congress,” Congressional Quarterly Weekly (June 8,
2002): 1498–1504; Adriel Bettelheim, “Security Plan Gets Solid
Backing But No Rubber Stamps on Hill,” Congressional Quarterly
Weekly (June 15, 2002): 1577–1580; Bob Williams and David
Nather, “Homeland Security Debate: Balancing Swift and Sure,”
Congressional Quarterly Weekly (June 22, 2002): 1642–1647.

Source: White House Office of Homeland Security.

Figure 13.4 Department of Homeland Security as Proposed by President George W. Bush, June 6, 2002
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these masters may be in conflict. The real power over
an agency’s budget is exercised by the Appropriations
Committee; the legislative committees are especially
important when a substantive law is first passed or an
agency is first created, or when an agency is subject to
annual authorization.

In the past the power of the Appropriations
Committee was rarely challenged: from 1947 through
1962, fully 90 percent of the House Appropriations
Committee’s recommendations on expenditures were
approved by the full House without change.23

Furthermore, the Appropriations Committee tends to
recommend less money than an agency requests
(though some specially favored agencies, such as the
FBI, the Soil Conservation Service, and the Forest
Service, have tended to get almost everything that they
have asked for). Finally, the process of “marking up”
(revising, amending, and approving) an agency’s
budget request gives to the Appropriations Committee,
or one of its subcommittees, substantial influence over
the policies that the agency follows.

Of late the appropriations committees have lost
some of their great power over government agencies.
This has happened in three ways:

First, Congress has created trust funds to pay for
the benefits many people receive. The Social Security
trust fund is the largest of these. In 1990 it took in
about $260 billion in Social Security taxes and paid
out about $220 billion in old-age benefits. There are
several other trust funds as well. Trust funds oper-
ate outside the regular government budget, and the
appropriations committees have no control over
these expenditures. They are automatic.

Second, Congress has changed the authorization of
many programs from permanent or multiyear to
annual authorizations. This means that every year
the legislative committees, as part of the reauthoriza-
tion process, get to set limits on what these agencies
can spend. This limits the ability of the appropriations
committees to determine the spending limits. Before
1959 most authorizations were permanent or multi-
year. Now a long list of agencies must be reauthorized
every year—the State Department, NASA, military
procurement programs of the Defense Department,
the Justice Department, the Energy Department, and
parts or all of many other agencies.

Third, the existence of huge budget deficits during
the 1980s and early 1990s has meant that much of
Congress’s time has been taken up with trying (usual-
ly not very successfully) to keep spending down. As a

result there has rarely been much time to discuss the
merits of various programs or how much ought to be
spent on them; instead attention has been focused on
meeting a target spending limit. In 1981 the budget
resolution passed by Congress mandated cuts in sever-
al programs before the appropriations committees had
even completed their work.24

In addition to the power of the purse, there are
informal ways by which Congress can control the
bureaucracy. An individual member of Congress can
call an agency head on behalf of a constituent. Most
such calls merely seek information, but some result in,
or attempt to second, special privileges for particular
people. Congressional committees may also obtain the
right to pass on certain agency decisions. This is called
committee clearance, and though it is usually not
legally binding on the agency, few agency heads will
ignore the expressed wish of a committee chair that he
or she be consulted before certain actions (such as
transferring funds) are taken.

The Legislative Veto
For many decades Congress made frequent use of the
legislative veto to control bureaucratic or presidential
actions. A legislative veto is a requirement that an
executive decision must lie before Congress for a speci-
fied period (usually thirty or ninety days) before it takes
effect. Congress could then veto the decision if a reso-
lution of disapproval was passed by either house (a
“one-house veto”) or both houses (a “two-house
veto”). Unlike laws, such resolutions were not signed
by the president. Between 1932 and 1980 about two
hundred laws were passed providing for a legislative
veto, many of them involving presidential proposals to
sell arms abroad.

But in June 1983 the Supreme Court declared the
legislative veto to be unconstitutional. In the Chadha
case the Court held that the Constitution clearly
requires in Article I that “every order, resolution, or
vote to which the concurrence of the Senate and
House of Representatives may be necessary” (with cer-
tain minor exceptions) “shall be presented to the
President of the United States,” who must either
approve it or return it with his veto attached. In short
Congress cannot take any action that has the force of
law unless the president concurs in that action.25 At a
stroke of the pen parts of some two hundred laws sud-
denly became invalid.

At least that happened in theory. In fact since the
Chadha decision Congress has passed a number of laws
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that contain legislative vetoes, despite the Supreme
Court’s having ruled against them! (Someone will have
to go to court to test the constitutionality of these new
provisions.)

Opponents of the legislative veto hope that future
Congresses will have to pass laws that state much more
clearly than before what an agency may or may not do.
But it is just as likely that Congress will continue to
pass laws stated in general terms and require that
agencies implementing those laws report their plans to
Congress so that it will have a chance to enact and
send to the president a regular bill disapproving the
proposed action. Or Congress may rely on informal
(but scarcely weak) means of persuasion, including
threats to reduce the appropriations of an agency that
does not abide by congressional preferences.

Congressional Investigations
Perhaps the most visible and dramatic form of
congressional supervision of an agency is the investi-
gation. Since 1792, when Congress investigated an
army defeat by a Native American tribe, congressional
investigations of the bureaucracy have been a regular 
feature—sometimes constructive, sometimes destruc-
tive—of legislative-executive relations. The investiga-
tive power is not mentioned in the Constitution but has
been inferred from the power to legislate. The Supreme
Court has consistently upheld this interpretation,
though it has also said that such investigations should
not be solely for the purpose of exposing the purely
personal affairs of private individuals and must not
operate to deprive citizens of their basic rights.26

Congress may compel a person to attend an investiga-
tion by issuing a subpoena; anyone who ignores the
subpoena may be punished for contempt. Congress
can vote to send the person to jail or can refer the mat-
ter to a court for further action. As explained in
Chapter 12, the president and his principal subordi-
nates have refused to answer certain congressional
inquiries on grounds of “executive privilege.”

Although many areas of congressional oversight—
budgetary review, personnel controls, investigations—
are designed to control the exercise of bureaucratic
discretion, other areas are intended to ensure the free-
dom of certain agencies from effective control, espe-
cially by the president. In dozens of cases Congress has
authorized department heads and bureau chiefs to
operate independent of presidential preferences.
Congress has resisted, for example, presidential efforts
to ensure that policies to regulate pollution do not

impose excessive costs on the economy, and interest
groups have brought suit to prevent presidential coor-
dination of various regulatory agencies. If the bureau-
cracy sometimes works at cross-purposes, it is usually
because Congress—or competing committees in
Congress—wants it that way.

Bureaucratic “Pathologies”

Everyone complains about bureaucracy in general
(though rarely about bureaucratic agencies that
everyone believes are desirable). This chapter should
persuade you that it is difficult to say anything about
bureaucracy “in general”; there are too many different
kinds of agencies, kinds of bureaucrats, and kinds of
programs to label the entire enterprise with some sin-
gle adjective. Nevertheless, many people who recog-
nize the enormous variety among government agen-
cies still believe that they all have some general features
in common and suffer from certain shared problems or
pathologies.

This is true enough, but the reasons for it—and
the solutions, if any—are not often understood.
There are five major (or at least frequently men-
tioned) problems with bureaucracies: red tape, con-
flict, duplication, imperialism, and waste. Red tape
refers to the complex rules and procedures that must
be followed to get something done. Conflict exists
because some agencies seem to be working at cross-
purposes with other agencies. (For example, the
Agricultural Research Service tells farmers how to
grow crops more efficiently, while the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service pays farmers
to grow fewer crops or to produce less.) Duplication
(usually called “wasteful duplication”) occurs when
two government agencies seem to be doing the same
thing, as when the Customs Service and the Drug
Enforcement Administration both attempt to inter-
cept illegal drugs being smuggled into the country.
Imperialism refers to the tendency of agencies to
grow without regard to the benefits that their pro-
grams confer or the costs that they entail. Waste
means spending more than is necessary to buy some
product or service.

These problems all exist, but they do not neces-
sarily exist because bureaucrats are incompetent or
power-hungry. Most exist because of the very 
nature of government itself. Take red tape: partly 
we encounter cumbersome rules and procedures
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because any large organization, governmental or
not, must have some way of ensuring that one part
of the organization does not operate out of step with
another. Business corporations have red tape also; it
is to a certain extent a consequence of bigness. But a
great amount of governmental red tape is also the
result of the need to satisfy legal and political
requirements. Government agencies must hire on
the basis of “merit,” must observe strict accounting
rules, must supply Congress with detailed informa-
tion on their programs, and must allow for citizen
access in countless ways. Meeting each need
requires rules; enforcing the rules requires forms.

Or take conflict and duplication: they do not
occur because bureaucrats enjoy conflict or duplica-
tion. (Quite the contrary!) They exist because
Congress, in setting up agencies and programs, often
wants to achieve a number of different, partially
inconsistent goals or finds that it cannot decide
which goal it values the most. Congress has 535
members and little strong leadership; it should not
be surprising that 535 people will want different
things and will sometimes succeed in getting them.

Imperialism results in large measure from gov-
ernment agencies’ seeking goals that are so vague
and so difficult to measure that it is hard to tell when
they have been attained. When Congress is unclear
as to exactly what an agency is supposed to do, the

agency will often convert that legislative vagueness
into bureaucratic imperialism by taking the largest
possible view of its powers. It may do this on its own;
more often it does so because interest groups and
judges rush in to fill the vacuum left by Congress. As
we saw in Chapter 3, the 1973 Rehabilitation Act
was passed with a provision barring discrimination
against people with disabilities in any program
receiving federal aid. Under pressure from people
with disabilities, that lofty but vague goal was con-
verted by the Department of Transportation into a
requirement that virtually every big-city bus have a
device installed to lift people in wheelchairs on
board.

Waste is probably the biggest criticism that people
have of the bureaucracy. Everybody has heard sto-
ries of the Pentagon’s paying $91 for screws that
cost 3 cents in the hardware store. President
Reagan’s “Private Sector Survey on Cost Control,”
generally known as the Grace Commission (after its
chairman, J. Peter Grace), publicized these and other
tales in a 1984 report.

No doubt there is waste in government. After all,
unlike a business firm worried about maximizing
profits, in a government agency there are only weak
incentives to keep costs down. If a business employ-
ee cuts costs, he or she often receives a bonus or
raise, and the firm gets to add the savings to its prof-
its. If a government official cuts costs, he or she
receives no reward, and the agency cannot keep the
savings—they go back to the Treasury.

But many of the horror stories are either exagger-
ations or unusual occurrences.27 Most of the screws,
hammers, and light bulbs purchased by the govern-
ment are obtained at low cost by means of competi-
tive bidding among several suppliers. When the gov-
ernment does pay outlandish amounts, the reason
typically is that it is purchasing a new or one-of-a-
kind item not available at your neighborhood hard-
ware store—for example, a new bomber or missile.

Even when the government is not overcharged, it
still may spend more money than a private firm in
buying what it needs. The reason is red tape—the
rules and procedures designed to ensure that when
the government buys something, it will do so in a
way that serves the interests of many groups. For
example, it must often buy from American rather
than foreign suppliers, even if the latter charge a
lower price; it must make use of contractors that
employ minorities; it must hire only union laborers
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and pay them the “prevailing” (that is, the highest)
wage; it must allow public inspection of its records;
it frequently is required to choose contractors
favored by influential members of Congress; and so
on. Private firms do not have to comply with all these
rules and thus can buy for less.

From this discussion it should be easy to see why
these five basic bureaucratic problems are so hard to
correct. To end conflicts and duplication Congress
would have to make some policy choices and set
some clear priorities, but with all the competing
demands that it faces, Congress finds it difficult to do
that. You make more friends by helping people than
by hurting them, and so Congress is more inclined to
add new programs than to cut old ones, whether or
not the new programs are in conflict with existing
ones. To check imperialism some way would have to
be found to measure the benefits of government, but
that is often impossible; government exists in part to
achieve precisely those goals—such as national
defense—that are least measurable. Furthermore,
what might be done to remedy some problems would
make other problems worse: if you simplify rules and
procedures to cut red tape, you are also likely to
reduce the coordination among agencies and thus to
increase the extent to which there is duplication or
conflict. If you want to reduce waste, you will have
to have more rules and inspectors—in short, more
red tape. The problem of bureaucracy is inseparable
from the problem of government generally.

Just as people are likely to say that they dislike
Congress but like their own member of Congress, they
are inclined to express hostility toward “the bureau-
cracy” but goodwill for that part of the bureaucracy
with which they have dealt personally. In 1973 a sur-
vey of Americans found that over half had had some
contact with one or more kinds of government agen-
cies, most of which were either run directly or funded
indirectly by the federal government. The great major-
ity of people were satisfied with these contacts and felt
that they had been treated fairly and given useful
assistance. When these people were asked their feel-
ings about government officials in general, however,
they expressed much less favorable attitudes. Whereas
about 80 percent liked the officials with whom they
had dealt, only 42 percent liked officials in general.28

This finding helps explain why government agencies
are rarely reduced in size or budget: whatever the pop-
ular feelings about the bureaucracy, any given agency
tends to have many friends.

Reforming the Bureaucracy

The history of American bureaucracy has been
punctuated with countless efforts to make it work
better and cost less. There were eleven major
attempts in the twentieth century alone. The latest
was the National Performance Review (NPR)—pop-
ularly called the plan to “reinvent government”—led
by Vice President Al Gore. The results of the review
were published in 1993.

The NPR differed from many of the preceding
reform efforts in one important way. Most of the earli-
er ones suggested ways of increasing central (that is,
presidential) control of government agencies: the
Brownlow Commission (1936–1937) recommended
giving the president more assistants, the First Hoover

★ POLITICALLY SPEAKING ★

As early as the seventh century, legal and govern-
ment documents in England were bound togeth-
er with a tape of pinkish red color. In the 1850s
historian Thomas Carlyle described a British
politician as “little other than a red tape Talking
Machine,” and later the American writer
Washington Irving said of an American figure
that “his brain was little better than red tape and
parchment.”

Since then red tape has come to mean “bureau-
cratic delay or confusion,” especially that accom-
panied by unnecessary paperwork.

Source: From Safire’s Political Dictionary by William Safire. Copyright
© 1968, 1972, 1978 by William Safire. Reprinted by permission of
Random House, Inc. and the author.

Red Tape
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Commission (1947–1949) suggested ways of improv-
ing top-level management, and the Ash Council
(1969–1971) called for consolidating existing agen-
cies into a few big “super departments.” The intent was
to make it easier for the president and his cabinet sec-
retaries to run the bureaucracy. The key ideas were effi-
ciency, accountability, and consistent policies.

The NPR, by contrast, emphasized customer satis-
faction (the “customers” in this case being the citizens
who come into contact with federal agencies). To the
authors of the NPR report, the main problem with the
bureaucracy was that it had become too centralized,
too rule-bound, too little concerned with making pro-
grams work, and too much concerned with avoiding
scandal. The NPR report contained many horror sto-
ries about useless red tape, excessive regulations, and
cumbersome procurement systems that make it next
to impossible for agencies to do what they were created
to do. (For example, before it could buy an ashtray, the
General Services Administration issued a nine-page
document that described an ashtray and specified how
many pieces it must break into should it be hit with a
hammer.)29 To solve these problems the NPR called for
less centralized management and more employee ini-
tiative, fewer detailed rules and more emphasis on cus-
tomer satisfaction. It sought to create a new kind of
organizational culture in government agencies, one
more like that found in the more innovative, quality-
conscious American corporations. The NPR was rein-
forced legislatively by the Government Performance
and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993, which required
agencies “to set goals, measure performance, and
report on the results.”

But making these changes is easier said than
done. Most of the rules and red tape that make it
hard for agency heads to do a good job are the result
either of the struggle between the White House and
Congress for control over the agencies or of the
agencies’ desire to avoid irritating influential voters.
Silly as the rules for ashtrays may sound, they were
written so that the government could say it had an
“objective” standard for buying ashtrays. If it simply
went out and bought ashtrays at a department store
the way ordinary people do, it would risk being
accused by the Acme Ashtray Company of buying
trays from its competitor, the A-1 Ashtray Company,
because of political favoritism.

The rivalry between the president and Congress for
control of the bureaucracy makes bureaucrats nerv-
ous about irritating either branch, and so they issue

rules designed to avoid getting into trouble, even if
these rules make it hard to do their job. Matters
become even worse during periods of divided govern-
ment when different parties control the White House
and Congress. As we saw in Chapter 12, divided gov-
ernment may not have much effect on making policy,
but it can have a big effect on implementing it.
Presidents of one party have tried to increase political
control over the bureaucracy (“executive microman-
agement”), and Congresses of another party have
responded by increasing the number of investigations
and detailed rule-making (“legislative micromanage-
ment”). Divided government intensifies the cross-fire
between the executive and legislative branches, mak-
ing bureaucrats dig into even deeper layers of red tape
to avoid getting hurt.

This does not mean that reform is impossible, only
that it is very difficult. For example, despite a lack of
clear-cut successes in other areas, the NPR’s procure-
ment reforms stuck: government agencies can now
buy things costing as much as $100,000 without fol-
lowing any complex regulations.

It might be easier to make desirable changes if the
bureaucracy were accountable to only one master—
say, the president—instead of to several. But that situ-
ation, which exists in many parliamentary demo-
cracies, creates its own problems. When the bureau-
cracy has but one master, it often ends up having
none: it becomes so powerful that it controls the prime
minister and no longer listens to citizen complaints. A
weak, divided bureaucracy, such as exists in the
United States, may strike us as inefficient, but that
very inefficiency may help protect our liberties.



MEMORANDUM

To: Dr. Robert Smith, president of
Cybersystems Engineering
From: James Logan, secretary of defense
Subject: Becoming an assistant secretary of
defense

As both secretary and a dear old college
buddy of yours, I write again to express my
hope that you will accept the president’s call

to service. We all desperately want you aboard. Yes, conflict-of-interest laws will
require you to sell your stock in your present company and drop out of its generous
pension plan. No, the government won’t even pay moving costs. And once you leave
office, you will be barred for life from lobbying the executive branch on matters in
which you were directly involved while in office, and you will be barred for two
years from lobbying on matters that were under your general official authority. Your
other concerns have teeth, too, but let me help you weigh your options.

Arguments for:

1. I hate to preach, but it is one’s duty to serve one’s country when called. Your
sacrifice would honor your family and benefit your fellow Americans for years to
come.
2. As an accomplished professional and the head of a company that has done
business with the government, you could help the president succeed in reforming the
department so that it works better and costs less.
3. Despite the restrictions, you could resume your career once your public service was
complete.

Arguments against:

1. Since you will have to be confirmed by the Senate, your life will be put under a
microscope, and everything (even some of our old college mischief together) will
be fair game for congressional staffers and reporters.
2. You will face hundreds of rules telling you what you can’t do and scores of
congressmen telling you what you should do. Old friends will get mad at you for
not doing them favors. The president will demand loyalty. The press will pounce on
your every mistake, real or imagined.
3. Given the federal limits on whom in the government you can deal with after you
leave office, your job at Cybersystems may well suffer.

Your decision:
Accept position Reject position

New Administration Struggling
to Fill Top Posts

Cabinet Secretaries Say 
“The President Needs Help!”

May 20
WASHINGTON

Four months into the new administration, hundreds
of assistant secretary and deputy assistant secretary
positions remain unfilled. In 1960 the total number of
presidential political appointees was just 450. Today the
total is over 2,400, but sheer growth is not the whole
story. Rather, say experts on federal bureaucracy, plum
public service posts go unfilled because the jobs have
become so unrewarding, even punishing . . .
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Reconsidering the Enduring Questions

1. What happened to make bureaucracy a “fourth
branch” of American national government?

The Constitution made no provision for an admin-
istrative system other than to allow the president
to appoint, with the advice and consent of the
Senate, ambassadors, Supreme Court judges, and
“all other officers . . . which shall be provided by
law.” By the early twentieth century, however,
Washington’s role in making, administering, and
funding public policies had already grown far
beyond what the Framers had contemplated. Two
world wars, the New Deal, and the Great Society
each left the government with expanded powers
and requiring new batteries of administrative
agencies to exercise them. Today, the federal
bureaucracy is as vast as most people’s expecta-
tions about Washington’s responsibility for every
public concern one can name. It is the appointed
officials—the bureaucrats—not the elected offi-
cials or policymakers, who command the troops,
deliver the mail, audit the tax returns, run the fed-
eral prisons, decide who qualifies for public assis-
tance, and do countless other tasks. Unavoidably,
many bureaucrats exercise discretion in deciding
what public laws and regulations mean and how

to apply them. Still, the president, cabinet secre-
taries, and thousands of political appointees are
ultimately their bosses. Congress and the courts
have ample, if imperfect, means of checking 
and balancing even the biggest bureaucracy, old 
or new.

2. What are the actual size and scope of the federal
bureaucracy?

A few million civil servants work directly for the
federal government, but over five times as many
people work indirectly for Washington as employ-
ees of business firms or of nonprofit organizations
that receive federal grants or contracts, or as 
state and local government employees working
under federal mandates. For example, the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
has about 65,000 employees, runs over 300 differ-
ent programs, and makes over 60,000 grants a
year. But millions more people work indirectly for
the HHS—as state and local government employ-
ees whose entire jobs involve the administration of
one or more HHS programs (for example
Medicaid), and as people who work for communi-
ty-serving nonprofit organizations that receive
HHS grants to administer social services.

Bureaucracy is characteristic of almost all aspects 
of modern life, not simply the government.

Government bureaucracies, however, pose special
problems because they are subject to competing
sources of political authority, must function in a con-
stitutional system of divided powers and federalism,
have vague goals, and lack incentive systems that will
encourage efficiency. The power of a bureaucracy
should be measured by its discretionary authority, not
by the number of its employees or the size of its budget.

War and depression have been the principal
sources of bureaucratic growth, aided by important
changes in constitutional interpretation in the
1930s that permitted Congress to delegate broad
grants of authority to administrative agencies. With
only partial success Congress seeks to check or recov-

er those grants by controlling budgets, personnel,
and policy decisions and by the exercise of legislative
vetoes. The uses to which bureaucrats put their
authority can be explained in part by their recruit-
ment and security (they have an agency orienta-
tion), their personal political views, and the nature
of the tasks that their agencies are performing.

Many of the popular solutions for the prob-
lems of bureaucratic rule—red tape, duplication,
conflict, agency imperialism, and waste—fail to take
into account that these problems are to a degree
inherent in any government that serves competing
goals and is supervised by rival elected officials.
Nevertheless, some reform efforts have succeeded in
making government work better and cost less to
operate.

Summary
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World Wide Web Resources

• For addresses and reports of various cabinet
departments

Web addresses: www.whitehouse.gov/
Documents and bulletin boards: 
www.fedworld.gov
National Performance Review: www.npr.gov

• A few specific web sites of federal agencies
Department of Defense: www.defenselink.mil
Department of Education: www.ed.gov
Department of Health and Human Services:
www.dhhs.gov
Department of State: www.state.gov
Federal Bureau of Investigation: www.fbi.gov
Department of Labor: www.dol.gov
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3. What has been done to improve bureaucratic 
performance?
There have been numerous efforts to make the
bureaucracy work better and cost less, including
eleven presidential or other major commissions in
the twentieth century. The latest was the National
Performance Review (NPR), popularly called the
plan to “reinvent government.” Vice President Gore
led the NPR during the two terms of the Clinton
administration. The NPR was predicated on the view
that bureaucracy had become too centralized, too

rule-bound, too little concerned with program
results, and too much concerned with avoiding scan-
dal. In the end, the NPR produced certain money-
saving changes in the federal procurement process
(how government purchases goods and services from
private contractors), and it also streamlined parts of
the federal personnel process (how Washington hires
career employees). Most experts, however, gave the
NPR mixed grades and concluded that it had fallen
far short of its ambitious goals of improving govern-
ment performance.
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